““Document Filters provided not only the document
processing functionality we were looking for, but also
the flexibility and the performance that complemented
our applications. Product documentation was excellent,
and Hyland worked with our team to make trying and
implementing Document Filters easy.”
Stu Craft
Head of Software Development
Anexsys
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ANEXSYS
Anexsys, Ltd. provides expert consulting, specialized
solution development and outsourced services to law
firms, corporations and the public sector. With services
that range from ediscovery and digital forensics to legal
reprographics, Anexsys relies on advanced document
processing technologies to ensure its software solutions
meet customer expectations for both quality and speed.

THE CHALLENGE
Enabling batch file conversion and printing
DocumentFolio is the flagship document presentation
and processing suite developed by Anexsys to support
legal professionals with a range of tools that bring
efficiency and accuracy to their document bundling
and document conversion processes. To expand this
product’s functionality, Anexsys needed to further
enhance its ability to batch-process, convert
and print files.
To accomplish this, they needed a technology that
could accurately render a multitude of file formats into
printable PDF formats, while supporting DocumentFolio’s
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other features like Excel print optimization, attachment
detection, and custom branding with watermarks,
headers and footers.

Enabling accurate redaction
Anexsys also wanted to expand its Relativity Apps review
tool kit (RTK) suite with enhanced redaction capabilities to
support the emerging responsibilities of customers under
new privacy and security regulations. To enable intelligent
automatic redaction, they needed a software solution
that could accurately provide rendered coordinates of
the words to be redacted on the page, regardless of the
source file format as well as supporting optical character
recognition (OCR) for non-searchable documents.

THE SOLUTION

Filters provided the versatility Anexsys was looking for in
order to support the file processing needs of their customers.
The Document Filters layout engine provided exact, pixelby-pixel coordinates of text, images and objects, enabling
accurate rendering, file conversion and output. Leveraging
the SDK’s industry-leading file inspection and native OCR
capabilities, Anexsys was also able to supply accurate file
information to the redaction engine.
Since Document Filters runs natively on 27 platforms and
provides flexible APIs that give developers the choice of
languages, deploying Document Filters at Anexsys was
simple and quick. Additionally, because they were able to
use a single SDK to solve multiple needs, Anexsys was able
to simplify licensing and future management requirements
for this software.

Document Filters fits the bill
With Document Filters, Hyland’s content inspection,
extraction, conversion and manipulation SDK, Anexsys was
able to address both requirements with a single SDK. With
out-of-the-box support for over 550 file formats, Document
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